
facilitation

need help getting past a barrier, discoverING 
solutions, developING a strategy or setting a 
vision?  let us facilitate the conversation to 
help your team achieve their goals.

// achieve your goals  Team & individual interviews
@ $35/Hr

@ $205/Hr

may include [optional]

main team facilitation session
team facilitation

minimum 2 hours

minimum 2 hours @ $35/Hr
facilitation follow-up report

other options

minimum 2 hours

Choose your experience

build your specific schedule & budget needs
@ $485/session

@ $430/Session

by the session [up to 250 attendees]

minimum 3 sessions for up to 250 attendees

minimum 4 sessions for up to 250 attendees

single day / multi-session [up to 250 attendees]

multi-day / multi-session [up to 250 attendees]

@ $385 / Session + per diam
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team building INTERACTIVES
let us help you strengthen your team culture 
with one of our interactive team building 
sessions.  Your team will leave energized and 
with a greater understanding of the mission 
and vision of your organization.

// build your team basic team interactive [15 people]
@ $440

@ $830

2-hour

4-hour session interactive [15 people]

8-hour session interactive [25 people]

half-day interactive

whole day interactive

@ $1,435

+$30 per additional participant

+$50 per additional participant

keynote speaking 

with more than 20 years of public speaking 
experience to audiences from 5 to 5,000, we will 
present a compelling message on your topic.  
whether informational or inspirational, we can 
help you get your message across.

// inspire your group

+$20 per additional participant

+$125 per additional 250 increment
+$145 per additional unique topic
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full-DAY interactive
[up to 25 people] $50 / additional person

$1,435

This package is team/organization speci�c 
and measures outcomes based on barriers 
you are facing.  Session includes an 
interactive introduction to concepts and 
practical, group-developed action-plans.
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building a barrier busting culture

Are you running into productivity barriers?  Are you �nding it increasingly di�cult to move your 
organization forward?  Often, we pour our energy and resources into developing strategies and 
initiatives that promise to get us past plateus,  only to �nd ourselves falling back into the same 
ruts time and again.  What we often overlook are the potential cultural issues that may be 
sabotaging our best-laid plans.  

In this interactive training, Tom Toney will introduce the concepts of the BOUNCE mentality and 
help you and your team begin building a Barrier-Busting culture.   Whether you are looking to 
inspire your team to get beyond a stubborn obstacle, establish a shift in the thinking of your 
organization or develop a plan for moving forward, we can help get you where you want to go.

This interactive can be designed to accommodate 5 to 500 and span two hours to an entire day of 
training.  The measurables will also be built around the outcome you desire.

basic interactive
[up to 15 people | 2 Hours] $20 / additional person

$440

This session is a basic introduction to the 
BOUNCE concepts and will help to set a 
new environment for your future 
conversations.  

HALF-DAY interactive
[up to 25 people] $30 / additional person

$830

This session introduces and uses the 
BOUNCE concepts to not only inspire your 
team, but to also provide them with 
practical strategies for overcoming barriers 
to greater e�ectiveness.
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full-DAY interactive
[up to 25 people] $50 / additional person

$1,425

This package is team/organization speci�c 
and measures outcomes based on barriers 
you are facing.  Session includes an 
interactive introduction to concepts and 
practical, group-developed action plans.
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Operate at FULL POWER.

Does it seem like your organization or 
team is not in sync?  Are internal issues 
causing you to miss opportunities?  
Does it seem like you are not 
operating at full capacity?  You may be 
in need of an alignment.

In this innovative interactive, Tom 
Toney will introduce your organization 
to the importance and power of 
Alignment.  By demonstrating the full 
potential of a team when it aligns with 
the established mission, strategy and 
processes, Tom will help set the stage 
for bringing your team back into 
alignment for full power.

2, 4 and 8-hour interactives are 
available along with the opportuny to 
tailor each session toward your 
speci�c needs.  Give us a call today 
and get your power back!

basic interactive
[up to 15 people | 2 Hours] $30 / additional person

$440

This session is a basic introduction to the 
ALIGN concepts and will help to set a new 
environment for your future conversations.  

HALF-DAY interactive
[up to 25 people] $30 / additional person

$830

This session introduces and uses the ALIGN 
concepts to not only inspire your team, but 
to also provide them with practical 
strategies for building a stronger 
environment of team e�ectiveness.

i
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full-DAY interactive
[up to 25 people] $50 / additional person

$1,435

This package is team/organization speci�c 
and measures outcomes based on barriers 
you are facing.  Session includes an 
interactive introduction to concepts and 
practical, group-developed action plans.
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FROM MYSTERY TO SUCCESS.

Clarity, when lacking, can often be one of the greatest obstacles to e�ectiveness.  
Getting clear about your vision, directives and measurables can help your team 
and organization experience its greatest success!

In this energetic interactive, Tom Toney will introduce your organization to the 
importance and power of Clarity and how you can achieve and leverage Clarity for 
greater success.  Whether you are looking to communicate a new mission, bring 
an existing assignmnet into focus, or help your team simply work more e�ciently, 
this training can help you and your team get clear about your goals.

2, 4 and 8-hour interactives are available along with the opportunity to tailor each 
session toward your speci�c needs.  Give us a call today to begin gaining Clarity!

basic interactive
[up to 15 people | 2 Hours] $30 / additional person

$440

This session is a basic introduction to the 
CLARITY concepts and will help to set a 
new environment for your future 
conversations.  

HALF-DAY interactive
[up to 25 people] $30 / additional person

$830

This session introduces and uses the 
CLARITY concepts to not only inspire your 
team, but to also provide them with 
practical strategies for building a stronger 
environment of team e�ectiveness.
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